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# CSIRTs in TI repository

Number of CSIRTs listed in the Trusted Initiative (TI) repository over time, with three categories: listed, accreditation candidate, and accredited.
Accredited Teams meeting yesterday

1. IRT Objects
2. Code of Conduct
3. Proposal of new TI Services
IRT Objects

• IRT object gaining acceptance in Europe

• Information on public TI website at:
  https://www.ti.terena.nl/links/documents.html

• 7.1 % of RIPE IP Address number space is connected to an IRT Object

• W. Woeber & D. Stikvoort present IRT object status at the FIRST Conference 2004 in Budapest
Code of Conduct

• New Draft by:
  – David Parker, UNIRAS
  – Andrew Cormack, Ukerna
  – Miroslav Maj, CERT Polska
  – Don Stikvoort, S-CURE
New TI Services

- Proposal for „Enhancing the TI Service Portfolio“
- Based on eCSIRT.net project pilot
- https://www.ecsirt.net/cec/
- Part of the results can be transferred to TI Service
New TI Services

1. Secured repository for easy collection and representation of common data (i.e. statistics)
2. Authentic and confidential transmission of e-mail via a re-encrypting mail gateway
3. Alerting of CSIRTs and their members using inband and out-of-band communication
4. The underlying authentication mechanism